
VISUALIZATION OF LISCA SHOP EQUIPMENT



OPTIMIZING FURNITURE AND LINGERIE QUANTITY
ON LISCA SALE‘S POINTS

This manual shows optimal quantities of Lisca lingerie needed to fill Lisca’s shop furniture. Sketches show some of the most 
optimal combinations, but also other different modifications are possible.

Lisca updates the look of its monobrand stores every 4-5 years and follows the trends in development of store equipment. The 
new store equipment is trendy, romantic, but also functional and it enables a good overview and order in the store. It consists of 
several segments of cabinets and wall hanging, which are combined in regards to the space and the collection. For each series of 
lingerie and loungewear to be visible, the arrangement of furniture elements is essential. These are grouped into segments. An 
individual segment is surrounded by a wall border. That the rhythm on the sale’s point is appropriate, an architect prepares the 
arrangement of furniture elements for every sale’s point separately. A “pause” is important among individual segments, where 
decoration is placed (decorative tables, chairs, a mirror). Decorative accessories play a very important part. The wallpaper with 
a lingerie pattern and textile curtains in the fitting rooms creates a sense of warmth and cosiness. Tables and mirrors imbue the 
space with a femininity. The tables and chairs with cushions are a suitable foundation for the displayed individual items, e.g. lace 
panties.

In the store, the emphasis is given to fashionable series. Season repeat series are displayed if needed. Most of the products are 
sorted by drawers. Cups, protected in this way, are less exposed to yellowing and at the same time, always available when a 
customer has to be served. Lisca Classic, which is sold in boxes, is in a neat dresser, intended just for it. A pretty corner is also 
dedicated to the Lisca Men line. Boxes are placed onto the shelves, which, as required, are attached to the wall, but can also be put 
away into the dresser.



TOTAL QUANTITY = Needed quantity of products

BASIC RULE

For 1 rack:

•	 8 push up bras
•	 8 foam cup bras
•	 10 wired bras
•	 15 under parts (5 slips, 5 panties, 5 brazils)
•	 12 bodies
•	 12 foam cup tops

For 1 shelve (Lisca Men):

•	 85  under parts in boxes
•	 60 tops in boxes

* For a more sophisticated look the number of items on one rack can be reduced

(6 foam cup bras or 6 push up bras or 8 wired bras or 13 under parts or 6 bodies or 6 foam cup tops)

For one drawer (80 cm wide):

•	 50 push up bras or foam cup bras
(without boxes, flat layed per size, cup in cup)

•	 150 wired bras
•	 200  under parts



Additional stock for 2 drawers

(80 cm wide, 45 cm deep):

50 push up bras or foam cup bras (without boxes, 

flat layed per size, cup in cup)

+

150 wired bras or 200 under parts

TOTAL QUANTITY

2 x 8 = 16 push up bras 

+

2 x 8  = 16 foam cup bras or 2 x 10 wired bras

+

4 x 15 = 60 under parts

(one rack: 5 slips, 5 panties, 5 brazils)

LISCA MEN CORNER

SINGLE WALL STAND

ANOTHER WAY TO EXPOSE



CHEEK BY LISCA CORNER

16 push up bras  +

16 foam cup bras +

60 under parts

6 (nightwear) tunics +

20 under parts

8 push up or foam cup bras  +

6 (nightwear) tops

16 under parts on ministand

Additional stock for 4 drawers

(80 cm wide, 45 cm deep):

50 push up bras (without boxes, flat layed per 

size, cup in cup)

+

50 foam cup bras (without boxes, flat layed per 

size, cup in cup)

+

150 wired bras or 200 under parts

+

12 nightwear sets

DYNAMIC TRIPLE WALL STAND 



TOTAL QUANTITY

32 push up bras or 6 x 10 wired bras

+

32 foam cup bras

+

90 under parts (30 slips, 30 panties, 30 brazils)

+

20 wired bras

+

12 bodies

+

12 foam cup tops

16 push up bras  +

16 foam cup bras +

60 under parts

8 push up bras  +

8 foam cup bras +

10 wired bras +

12 bodies +

15 under parts 

8 push up bras  +

8 foam cup bras +

10 wired bras +

12 foam cup tops +

15 under parts 

Additional stock for 3 drawers (80 cm wide, 45 cm deep):

50 push up bras (without boxes, flat layed per size,

cup in cup)

+

50 foam cup bras (without boxes, flat layed per size,

cup in cup)

+

150 wired bras or 200 under parts

TRIPLE WALL STAND - LINGERIE



TOTAL QUANTITY

32 push up bras or 6 x 10 wired bras

+

32 foam cup bras

+

90 under parts (30 slips, 30 panties, 30 brazils)

+

20 wired bras

+

12 bodies

+

12 foam cup tops

8 push up bras +

8 foam cup bras +

12 tops (nightwear)

8 foam cup bras +

10 wired bras +

15 under parts +

6 (nightwear) tunics

6 (nightwear) dresses

1 bra on torzo +

8 push up bras +

8 foam cup bras +

15 under parts 

Additional stock for 3 drawers (80 cm wide, 45 cm deep):

50 push up bras (without boxes, flat layed per size,

cup in cup)

+

50 foam cup bras (without boxes, flat layed per size,

cup in cup)

+

150 wired bras or 200 under parts or 12 nightwear sets.

TRIPLE WALL STAND - LINGERIE + NIGHTWEAR



TOTAL QUANTITY

= 330 pcs of Basic bras in boxes

Lingerie that come in boxes, like LiscaBasic or 
Lisca Men, is stored in the chest of drawers.
This chest of drawers has 38 cm wide and 45 cm 
deep drawers and is most suitable for Lisca Basic.

Basic bra box size: 15,5 cm x 3 cm x 20 cm

22 boxes in each drawer

CHESTS OF DRAWERS

Drawers for Basic boxes:

Additional storage:

If the space permits, additional chests of drawers can be used.
This one could be placed against the wall. On the top of it could 
be a decoration (lingerie on a pillow).

Chest of drawers is 45 cm deep.

TOTAL QUANTITY

50 push up bras without boxes

+

50 foam cup bras without boxes

+

150 wired bras

+

200 under parts 

+

20 nightwear sets



This chest of drawers is placed somewhere in the middle of the shop. 
It is recomended to expose some items and decoration on the top. 
Wooden trays are available to put on the top of the chest.

CHEST OF DRAWERS
for bigger sizes (E, F, G)

Sales pult has shelves and drawers for storing items. On top of 
it comes a cash register.

SALES PULT

TOTAL QUANTITY

= 3x60 pcs of lingerie (sizes E, F, G)

TOTAL QUANTITY

= 252 pcs of lingerie in boxes

21 Basic bra boxes in each drawer

This chest of drawers has 60 cm wide and 35 cm deep drawers in 
2 widths: 120 cm or 180 cm. It could be located behind the cashier, 
if the space permits.



Mobile stands are located in the middle of the shop, depending on the space and on the collection we want to expose. They can 
be used for lingerie, nightwear, tops or swimwear. They are good for exposing lingerie together with nightwear, swimwear 
together with outwear and for exposing promotions.  Rails on the stand can be moved according to our needs. On one stand 
could be exposed more series, but colours and styles must match well.

MOBILE STANDS

POSSIBLE WAY TO EXPOSE

TOTAL QUANTITY

17 push up or foam cup bras

+

15 nightwear sets 

or

35 under parts

TOTAL QUANTITY

22 push up bras

+

22 foam cup bras

+

60 under parts

or

25 nightwear sets on one rail



The round mobile lingerie stand is very suitable for promotions. It 
has 9 adjustable hangers, 3 at the same hight. It can be positioned 
close to the cashier.   

ROUND MOBILE STANDS

TOTAL QUANTITY

3x6 push up or foam cup bras

+

10 wired bras

or

+

5x10 under parts

TOTAL QUANTITY

3x6 push up or foam cup bras

+

6 (foam cup) tops

+

4x10 under parts



DECORATIONS

TOTAL QUANTITY

4 push up or foam cup bras

+

8 under parts



Lisca Men could be exposed like on the pic-
ture: shelves can be removed and boxes stored 
only in the drawers. One shelve can hold 85 
boxes of under parts or 60 boxes of tops.



Entrance Entrance

Wallpaper



WELCOME TO LISCA

https://www.facebook.com/liscaprofile/
https://www.instagram.com/liscalingerie/


www.lisca .com

http://www.lisca.com

